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Take a journey into the world of sound healing and crystal singing bowls. This book guides you
through what sound healing is, how frequencies and harmonies work, and how crystal singing
bowls are used in this fascinating field.
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Author69 1 - MY SOUND JOURNEY I have always loved music and singing. The range of the
human voice amazes me. How some people have the ability to sing and sound so beautiful,
while others should maybe stick to lecturing, is fascinating to me. When I was little I would listen
to music for hours trying to imitate the singer, their tones and high and low notes. It always made
me feel so good to just sing about anything and everything. Yes, I was the kid on the swing set in
the back yard singing any song I knew at the top of my lungs! That love of sound has grown into



a real passion for me. In college, I learned to play guitar. I studied chords and learned a little of
how to read music. Mostly, I learned to tell if a note sounded correct or if it was off or out of tune.
This was an important step in my sound experience. I didn’t have the best ear, but I could tell if a
note or chord just didn’t resonate with me. My daughter learned to play the harp in 2003 at the
age of 9. I attended all of her lessons which helped me learn about notes and harmonics. Music
is really interesting and multifaceted. About this same time, I attended a festival where a woman
was doing a meditation with crystal singing bowls. I had never heard of the bowls and was
curious what it was all about. I remember walking in and seeing all of these lovely frosted bowls
in different colors lined up across the front of the room. The minute she began to play the bowls
I was forever hooked on their sound. I purchased my first bowl, not long after that
meditation. Once I had my first bowl there was no stopping me! I loved the sound, I loved the
way it made me feel. The bowls took me to another place and time. To date, I have 12 crystal
singing bowls, 3 crystal singing pyramids and a practitioner’s bowl. To say that I am a sound
lover is putting it mildly, sound is my passion and part of my purpose. Crystal singing bowls will
be covered and referenced throughout this book as most of my work and research has been with
my bowls. My hope is that you will learn about the history and use of sound as an alternative
healing modality and consider the possibility that music, notes and bowls are more than just
background noise, that these really are ways you can change your life and your
health. “Sound is a carrier wave of consciousness and information.” Carol A. Wilson,
PhD,“Healing Power Beyond Medicine”

2 - WHAT IS SOUND I could simply say that sound is something you hear or a vibration, but
there is so much more to it than that. Everything around us is vibrating. Some vibrations produce
sound, while others produce light or color. The speed of these vibrations is what either makes
them either visible or audible 2. “Sound is energy that vibrates through a medium and these
vibrations are transmitted by a movement of molecules that ripples out in all directions.” 2 Since
everything around us is vibrating, everything is creating its own sound that is attuned to its form.
The sound made by my cells is different from the sound that cells of a flower make or that your
cells make. Here are a few sound facts:It is said that sound is a carrier wave of both
consciousness and information. 1Through sound we can change the rhythms of our brain
waves, heartbeat and respiration. 1Many cultures believe that sound is what called the Universe
into being. 1Sound is heard through the ears and also felt through every pore of the body.
3Sound is measured by its frequency, or number of vibrations per second. Science refers to this
as hertz. 1 Now that we know what sound is, let’s move forward to sound healing. “The
study of the effect of sound and music on the human nervous system can help relieve pain, help
stroke patients and those with neurological disorders and benefit other conditions.” Andrew Weil,
MD

3 - sound healing Sound healing is not a new concept. Pythagoras, the Greek Philosopher and



Mathematician who lived from 580 – 500 BCE, is considered to be the first person to use sound
as a healing modality. Honestly, when you look at the science, sound healing should be a priority
for all medicine! In her book, “Healing Power Beyond Medicine”, Carol A. Wilson PhD wrote,
“Every atom, molecule, cell, gland and organ of the human body absorbs and emits sound.
When the vibration of a body part is out of harmony, we have disease and a different sound
pattern is established in the affected part of the body. When sound is projected into the diseased
area, correct harmonic patterns are restored; thus sound healing is the intentional use of sound
to create an environment or catalyst for healing physical, mental, emotional, social and spiritual
realms of our being.” 2 Why is this important? Theoretically, every disease could be healed by
having the correct sound or frequency created and listened to on a regular basis. As a matter of
fact, it was Nikola Tesla who said, “ If you could eliminate certain outside frequencies that
interfered in our bodies, we would have greater resistance toward disease. Beyond a doubt,
certain frequencies can prevent the development of disease and other frequencies would
destroy diseases.” If it were just isolated experts stating the relationship between sound,
vibration, frequency and healing the body, it would be easily dismissed. This is not the case.
Expert John Beaulieu writes, “A fundamental principle of sound healing is that the physical,
emotional, and mental symptoms are being generated by an underlying energy field. Thus, if we
change the energy field, then the physical, emotional and mental behavior patterns will also
change.”4 If that is not enough to shift your perspective, Dr. June Leslie Weider wrote, “Sound
therapy employs sound and physical vibrations to heal. A number of researchers have shown
that applying vibration to specific parts of the body can help the healing process.”2 Tony Nec of
the Colour of Sound Institute, educates on the use of sound as a healing modality. He has found
in his work and studies that, “our cells emit and absorb sounds. We can work with the natural
acoustic sounds of some instruments and our voices to assess and harmonize imbalances in
our bio-sound field and directly influence cell functioning.” 5 The more you look for information on
sound healing, the more the world opens up and you realize that this is a viable healing
companion to our modern medical practices. Although many people will associate sound
healing with yoga and new age thought patterns, I believe I have shown here that it is a ‘sound’
practice. Let’s add this information in from Dr. Jeffrey Thompson, DC from an annual meeting of
the American Holistic Medical Association, “ Every organ, every bone, has a unique size,
density and mass, and therefore, a unique resonant frequency.” His work focused on identifying
the resonant frequencies of the brain and spinal column. Still not convinced? What about cancer
research? Dr. Mitchell Gaynor was the Director of Oncology at the Strang-Cornell Cancer
Prevention Center and author of “The Healing Power of Sound”. He writes that he “believes that
vibration affects the dysrhythmic motion found in cancer cells and uses toning and the
instruments of Himalayan singing bowl, crystal bowls and alchemy bowls in his practice with
cancer patients.” He said, “I believe that sound, the most underutilized and least appreciated
mind body tool, should be a part of every healers medical bag whether a conventional allopathic
physician or a traditional healer from a far flung culture.”1 My journey with sound healing began



with chanting and humming. I moved on to tuning forks and crystal singing bowls. Every expert
who I have researched has made the point that you don’t have to own tuning forks, Himalayan
bowls or crystal singing bowls to experience Sound Therapy. Deep breathing and the use of the
human voice whether singing, chanting, toning or humming are all you need to begin your
personal sound healing journey.          
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